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It is considered an iconic vehicle in the sports sedan category. The first M5 model was
hand-built in on the E28 i chassis with a modified engine from the M1 that made it the fastest
production sedan at the time. Thereafter, the M5 production was moved to Daimlerstrasse in
Garching where the remainder were built. The E34 generation of the M5 was produced from
September to August Total production of the E34 M5 was 12, units. Cosmetic changes to the
exterior from the standard E34 included unique front and rear bumpers and side rocker panels,
contributing to a drag coefficient of 0. In late model year , the engine was upgraded to the 3.
BMW also used a dual-mass flywheel in place of the single in the 3. A 6-speed Getrag G manual
transmission was introduced in , which added an overdriven top gear. The M5 came with an
unusual wheel design. From to the M5 featured the three-piece Style 20 "M-System" wheels,
which consisted of directional bolted-on wheel covers and a fin assembly in front of the black,
5-spoke forged aluminum wheel. The purpose of the M-System cover was to divert heat from the
brake assembly to increase cooling. In BMW changed the design to the "M-System II"
nicknamed "throwing stars" which improved brake cooling from the combination of the larger
openings and fins placed in the driving direction. In May , the M5 switched to inch Style 37 "M
Parallel" wheels that did away with the finned cover entirely. There were four special editions of
the E34 M5. The Cecotto Edition M5, named after Johnny Cecotto , featured severy luxury items
fitted, including Nappa leather for the steering wheel and heated seats. A total of 22 Cecotto E34
M5s were produced with options of having either Lagoon Green metallic code number and
Mauritius Blue metallic paint code number and Light Parchment or Light Silvergrey upholstery
for the interior. The other M5 special edition dedicated to a race driver was the Winkelhock
Edition , named after touring car driver Joachim Winkelhock. The resulting car was a lightweight
M5 stripped of some amenities. The Winkelhock Edition features a smaller battery, the reduced
US-spec litre fuel tank, reduced sound deadening, and deletion of non-essential items such as
rear headrests, vanity mirrors, rear window switches and foglights. A total of 51 Winkelhock E34
M5s were produced with the options of having Jet Black code number with contrasting lower
body panels in Sterling Silver metallic paint code number Twenty cars were produced, all
Euro-spec 3. Offered only in Mugello Red code number , the anniversary edition had a number
of aesthetic trim upgrades such as carbon fiber dash panels, red seat belts embroidered with
"BMW Motorsport," and M-Technic rear-view mirrors. Fifty cars were produced, in one of two
color and trim combinations: Rosso Red metallic code number with a Champagne extended
leather interior and natural poplar wood trim 15 built or Orinoco metallic code number with a
Bicolour Petrol and Mint extended leather interior and graphite bird's-eye maple wood trim 35
built. Each E34 M5 Limited Edition is equipped with the three-spoke sport steering wheel,
Shadowline trim, power sunroof, power front seats, headlight washers and manual air
conditioning. A numbered plaque appears on the center console. Additionally, 20 M5 Touring
Elekta models were assembled for distribution in Italy in These were finished in either Sterling
Silver over Marine Blue leather, or British Racing Green over Tobacco leather and featured
extended leather interior as well as unique, numbered shift knobs. It is debated as to whether or
not these cars constitute a true special edition as they were ordered directly by a group of
Italian BMW dealers. BMW developed a prototype convertible model, which featured an electric
folding cloth roof and a steeper raked windshield than a standard M5. The prototype was never
given the green light for production due to financial considerations. Production began in
October Production totalled to 20, cars from to Unlike its predecessors, the M5 was produced
on the same assembly line as the regular 5 Series models at the Dingolfing factory in Germany.
The M5 received the September facelift for the model year at the same time as the standard E39
models. The mechanical specification was unchanged. For the subsequent two model years,
changes were limited to the addition of new exterior colours from September and the upgrade to
a DVD-based navigation system from September However the Touring did not reach production,
due to financial considerations. The transmission is the Getrag G six-speed manual, as used in
the E39 i but with an upgraded clutch due to the increased torque. The differential uses a
shorter 3. The E39 M5 uses aluminium-intensive MacPherson strut front suspension and
multi-link rear suspension, as per the other V8 models of the E39 5 Series range. However,
several changes were made by BMW M. A specific shock valving, thicker front and rear anti-roll
bars , polyurethane auxiliary springs, and steel balljoints. Although the six-cylinder E39 models
use rack-and-pinion steering, the M5 and other V8 models retains the recirculating ball steering
system, as used by previous generations of the M5. A quicker steering ratio of The Sport button
also adjusted the electronic throttle butterflies for more sensitive response. Brake discs rotors
are a "floating" two-piece design except for U. S and Canada models , for reduced risk of cone
distortion. Their lower unsprung weight improves ride quality and traction on bumpy surfaces
as well. This generation of the M5 was also built in the E61 Touring wagon body style, which
was only sold in Europe. The wheels were of inch diameter and the car has quad exhaust pipes

at the rear. During its five-year production run, 20, units were built composing of 19, sedans and
1, Touring. The biggest market was the United States with 8, cars sedans only , followed by
Great Britain and Ireland with 1, cars and Germany with 1, cars. The BMW S85 is a 5. There are
three driver-selectable engine modes: P, P and P S. The P S mode keeps the engine at the same
power output as the P mode but adds a more sensitive throttle response. The M5 uses the
SMG-III 7-speed single-clutch automated manual transmission , that performs gear shifts in
65â€” milliseconds, depending on the gear shifting mode. In North America, a conventional
six-speed manual transmission was announced in October The gearbox in most markets is a
7-speed Getrag now Magna 7DCI dual-clutch transmission marking the first time an M5 has
used a dual-clutch automatic transmission. A traditional 6-speed manual transmission was also
available in the United States. An Active M-Differential provides torque vectoring between the
rear wheels, which are inches in standard trim. Standard brakes are 6-piston front calipers [77]
with carbon ceramic brakes optional. Production ended in October The F90 M5 is based on the
G30 5 Series and uses an all-wheel drive "xDrive" powertrain, being the first time that an M5 has
not been rear-wheel drive. It can also be configured to send power to the rear wheels only, if the
electronic stability control ESC is disabled. The exterior of the M5 was designed by Seungmo
Lim. BMW S63 twin-turbocharged V8 engine. The engine is an evolution of the S63 from the
previous generation. The transmission is the eight-speed ZF 8HP automatic transmission. It
weighs kg lb which means it is kg lb lighter than the regular M5. This is because of more use of
carbon fibre and other lightweight parts. It has a special trim called Gold Bronze. The car will
enter production in March The F90 M5 underwent a facelift in June for the model year. Major
highlights of the facelift included revised headlamps and taillamps with the headlamps featuring
a minimalist L shaped design for the daytime running lights. The front bumper and rear
bumpers were also redesigned, now featuring an overall sharp design. The base model didn't
receive any mechanical changes while the M5 Competition now has revised shock absorbers
and tuning for the adjustable suspension system. The variant also gets a new "Track" mode
which when enabled shuts off all driver aids and the infotainment system for a more focused
driving experience. On the interior, the M5 now has a The system was also upgraded to iDrive 7.
New features for the infotainment system include wireless Android Auto functionality, natural
speech recognition, and BMW's cloud-based navigation that provides faster route calculations
and more up-to-date traffic information. Two new upholstery options were added to the interior
those being black leather and beige Alcantara upholstery. The facelift M5 was made available
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count to eight, arranging them in a vee, and lighting the wick on AMG's powerhouse mid-size
sedan, the recently upgraded E 63 S. While the ferocious twin-turbo V8 and the rest of this
beast's powertrain are unchanged, the car has been brought up to speed with some
aero-focused styling tweaks, Merc's latest 'Widescreen' digital cockpit, as well as the MBUX
multimedia system, and a tricky new multi-function sports steering wheel. So, first of all, let's
get the price out of the way. And no surprise, it's loaded with all the luxury features you'd
expect in this part of the market. Here are the highlights. It comes with inch alloys. Also
included are the the 'Widescreen' digital cockpit twin And our test car also featured a couple of
tasty options. It includes aspeaker Burmester audio system with digital radio. James Cleary.
The E 63 S has been massaged for starting with flatter headlights, AMG's now signature
'Panamericana' grille, and a high gloss black flap across the top of the curved 'Jet Wing' section
defining the lower part of the nose. At the same time, the vents on either end of it are larger and
feature twin transverse louvers to guide cooling air to wherever it's needed. It's all about what
AMG calls 'optimised aerobalance' but the form is just as appealing as the function. This car's
optional exterior carbon package consists of a front splitter, side sills, a flash near the fender
badges, the exterior mirror covers, the boot lid lip spoiler, as well as the lower apron around the
redesigned diffuser and quad tailpipes. A new AMG sports steering wheel features three
rounded twin-spokes with new switches on the bottom to control the car's dynamic set-up. It
also picks up a new take on the small touch-sensitive controllers used to adjust the
instrumentation and manage other functions like phone calls, audio and the cruise control. Not
sure I'm in love with them at this stage. In fact, the words fiddly, imprecise, and frustrating come
to mind. Nappa leather covering the superb AMG sports seats, upper dash, and door beltlines
remains standard, but the show-stopper is the 'Widescreen Cockpit' - twin The instrument
cluster can be set to 'Modern Classic', 'Sport' and 'Supersport' displays, with specific AMG
read-outs such as engine data, gear speed indicator, warm-up status, car set-up, as well as a
G-meter and 'RaceTimer. To borrow an official automotive design term, it looks schmick.
Overall, with touches like open-pore black ash wood trim, and brushed metal highlights, the
interior looks efficient but classy, with an obvious attention to detail in the layout and its
execution. At just under 5. And almost 3. The driver and front passenger are provided with
heaps of room to breathe, and there's a surprising amount of space for those in the back as
well. But access to and from the back is a struggle for full-size adults. The rear doors open out a
long way, but the limiting factor is the size of the aperture, necessitating excessive contortion of
the head and limbs to fold in and out of the car. Connectivity runs to two power-only USB-C
sockets in the front centre storage bin, as well as another USB-C for power and multimedia and
volt power outlet in the centre console. Speaking of the front centre storage bin, it's a decent
size and has a padded split lid so it can double as an armrest. There are two cupholders in the
front console, a generous glove box, as well as long door compartments with recesses for large
bottles provided. There's a pair of USB-Cs along with another volt socket in the back, sitting
under the climate control panel with adjustable vents in the rear of the front centre console. The
fold down centre armrest incorporates a lidded and lined storage box as well as two pop-out
cupholders. Again, there are bins in the doors with room for smaller bottles. There are tie-down
hooks to help secure loads, too. And the E 63 S is a no-tow zone. The driver and front
passenger are provided with heaps of room to breathe. The E 63 S is powered by the M version
of the all-alloy 4. Thanks in no small part to direct injection and a pair of twin-scroll turbos
located in the engine's 'hot vee' to optimise throttle response , this all-alloy unit produces kW
that's hp from rpm, and Nm from rpm. And as per standard AMG practice for its Vee engines,
this car's powerplant was built from scratch by a single engineer in Affalterbach. But it's not a
dual-clutch , rather a normal auto transmission using a wet clutch as opposed to a conventional
torque converter, to connect it to the engine on take-off. And Merc-AMG has gone to great
lengths to minimise fuel use. As well as the standard 'Eco' stop-start function, in the 'Comfort'
drive program cylinder deactivation becomes active, the system able to drop four cylinders
anywhere between to rpm. There's no physical hint of half the cylinders leaving the party. The
only clue is a blue icon on the dash indicating a temporary shift to V4 operation. Despite all that
effort, however, we saw a dash-indicated Recommended fuel is 98 RON premium unleaded
although it'll run on 95 at a pinch , and you'll need 80 litres of it to fill the tank. That capacity
translates to a range of km according to the factory claim, and km using our real world result.
The three-pointed star's white-coated boffins have gone to town on the E 63 S, and the car is as
good as it currently gets in terms of active and passive safety technology. You could argue this
car's dynamic ability is its strongest contributor to crash-avoidance. There's also a tyre
pressure monitoring and pressure loss warning system, as well as a brake priming function

monitors release speed on the accelerator pedal, moving pads factionally closer to the discs
when required , and brake drying when the windscreen wipers are active the system periodically
applies just enough brake pressure to wipe water off the brake rotors to optimise wet weather
efficiency. But if an impact is unavoidable the 'Pre-Safe Plus' system is able to recognise an
imminent rear-end collision and fire up the rear hazard lights at high frequency to warn
following traffic. It will also firmly apply the brakes once the vehicle is stationary to minimise the
risk of whiplash injuries if the car's then hit from behind. If the potential crash is coming from
the side, 'Pre-Safe Impulse' inflates air chambers in the side bolsters of the front seat backrest
within a fraction of a second moving the occupant to the side towards the centre of the car,
away from the impact area. As well as that, there's an active bonnet to minimise pedestrian
injuries, an auto emergency call function, 'Crash Response Emergency Lighting', even a first aid
kit and hi-vis vests for all occupants. AMG's major goal with this upgrade of the E 63 S was to
maintain its dynamic response and ferocious performance, but dial in the extra comfort
customers had said they wanted. But we'll investigate that shortly. First, that 4. With Nm
available from rpm and nine gear ratios to help keep you operating in that Goldilocks band,
mid-range thrust is monumental. And thanks to the bi-modal sports exhaust it sounds
beautifully brutal. Thanks to the bi-modal sports exhaust it sounds beautifully brutal. The
nine-speed auto's wet clutch, as opposed to a conventional torque converter, is designed to
save weight and optimise response. And while some will tell you an auto with one input shaft is
never going to be as fast as a dual-clutch with two, shifts are rapid and direct. The
wheel-mounted shift paddles are larger and set lower, as well. An impression reinforced by the
engine, transmission, and steering shifting to a more buttoned-down mode at the same time.
The standard dynamic engine mounts play a big part here. Able to make a soft connection for
maximum comfort, but switch to a rigid link when required. But no matter which mode you're in,
the car is well damped and feels beautifully balanced in quick cornering. And the E 63 S's
electro-mechanically-assisted variable-rate steering is progressive, feelsome, and accurate.
Torque distribution happens imperceptibly, the big V8 putting its power down emphatically, with
various electronic systems tieing up the loose ends as you aim up for the next corner. There's
even a per cent RWD Drift mode available in the Race setting, but without a race circuit at our
disposal this time around that'll have to wait for another time. The optional ceramic brakes
feature huge rotors and six-piston front calipers, and stopping power is immense. And the good
news is they operate quickly but progressively at normal pottering around town speeds. No
warming up required to get them in an optimal temperature zone as can be the case with other
ceramic set-ups. And its ability to seamlessly switch between serene comfort and dynamic
performance has nailed the objective for this update. The new-generation RS 7 Sportback has
arrived, and with looks like this everybody's going to notice. The Panamera is Porsche's large
luxury sedan, that's actually a liftback. The Panamera GTS crosses the divide between comfort
and performance. How does the combination stack up? BMW's M5 Competition proudly waves
the V8 performance sedan flag in the face of ever-tighter environmental restrictions. Sorry, there
are no cars that match your search. But now it's turned to its attention to the bruising E 63 S,
with with some aero-focused styling tweaks, Merc's latest 'Widescreen' digital cockpit, as well
as the MBUX multimedia system, and a tricky new multi-function sports steering wheel. What
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